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Abstract

While 'educational policies of' interest to occupation and

other functional groups are generally treated by Congress in vague
terms, thereby leaving'considerable discretion to administratiye
officials, Congress treats educational.issues of interest to

states, localities and other)territorial units in highly explicit
pterms. On territorial issue6, Congress is also less likely to
overturn the recommendations of itl committee, is less likely to
amend its appropriation bills, and makes its decisions with less
partisan and ideological controy.ersy,

These propositiOns are supported by an analysis of amendments
offered to educational legisr'ation cOnsidered by Congress between
1960 and 1979.
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'Even at the height of the federal influence in education
Most federal rules guiding school poJicy had but a vague
sAatutory 'base.' The conditions under which federal grarits-in-
aid were released to states and localities were typically
Jormulat:ed in bureaus. of the Office of Education; they appeared
in the Federal Register after consultation with the diverse
groups and interests who scurried about the halls and corridoyS
of Washington's executive offices, but they were nonetheless
largely designed by administrative fiat. Congression-al
involvement was typically indirect, ad hoc and informal.
Executive branch officials mhy have conTTITted with the chairmen
of relevant scommittees pr senior members4of their legislative
staff. Other Senators or Represenlatives may also have attempted
to /persuade bureau chiefs of a'particular set of regulatory
lariauage. Yet Congress, as a corporate entity, seldom legislated
-cle&r,ly on the rules and regulations it believed appropriate for
American schools.

Indeed, Congress at times included within one piece of.
legislation language that seems frapkly self-contradictory,. It

proclaimed in 1974 the necessity of providing each handicaOped
child with .an education suited to its needs and abilitiesfbut it
subsequently appropriated sums which only began to achieve this
goal. Earlier, Congress stated its firm intention td leave'the
control of education to states and localities, but it nonetheless

- mandated requirements-and procedures substantially limiting local
autonomy. Congress- alithorized assistance to school districts
undergoing processes of school desegregation, but in that same
law it forbade the use of these monies for pupil transportation,
dne of the major costs.of desegregation. Congress has Aisted
that bilingual programs be developed in such a way as to preser've
the cultural heritage of those enrolled, but it has also-mandated
that students leave these programs 4s soon as the student becomes
proficient in the English langbage.

Ambiguity was evident not 'Only i,r1 these internal cutradic-
tions, but, in addition, moSt educational legislation has
contained vague statements of lofty goals combined with only
general provisions for implementation. For example, Congress
dgclared itself in favor of training programs to end youth
unemployment, compensatory education to equalize eduCational
orfortunity, school desegregation to eliminate racial isolation,
Cand special provision for those with limited proficiency in the
tnglish language. Yet the laws left unspecified hou'these goals
are to be achieved. To be sure, an administrative agency was
charged with overall Tespo.nsibility, and Arious groups and

1
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intermts are :given the 1-4ght of onsultation. Congress
authorized ails) then. appropriated certein sums for each task, and
it mandated some form of program.evaluation. 't'et the crucial
'details affedting program developMent were typically left to, what

has became known as "processes'of implementatiorl.""

-So vague has been Congressional intent and so lofty have
bee4fr"."its Stated goals that an entire academic industry took as
its espon§ibility they documentation of the failure to

,

implement.J Theste implementation studies.have discovered that,
despite federal efforts, employment for minortties was not
provided, disadvantaged.children did not learn mdi-e, many, ..
children whose mother:tongue was Spaaish did-not leai-n English, a

racial isolation continuey, and programs for the haidicapped fell
far ,short of need. In most studies, programtfailure mas 4.

'expialried by the complxities of the task being faced, the
difficulties inherent in changing long-established.institutions.,
and the bargaining that takes.place among competing interests.

While the importance of these factors can scarcely be .1
denied, often th)e, difficulties began with the piece of
legislation establishing a provam ia the first place. No matter
hov_noble the objectives, they can hardly be achieved i'f the, )

procedure for doing so is left largely unspecified. When
Congress passed the buck to the bureaucracy, it encouraged the
further shifting of responsibilNities down the line In the'end,
all participants in the implementation game could point the
finger of sha'elsewhere.

.
-,

,

It is now fashionable to suggest that this kind of Congres-.

c 'sional buckpassing was a byprodtct Of the Great Society, an era
when: soft-thearted idealists thought they coujd solve all social
problems by throwing federal motley at them. But Congressional
ambiguity iv a more firmly"established part of the American poli-
tical tfadition. The very first federal grant-in-aid to
Secondary education, the Smith-Hughes Act, proelaimed its
intention-to reduce youth unemployment. Except for authorizing
twenty million dollars for 'Vocational education, Congress"

.

delegated Rost of the specific decisions to other political
institutions. In the late 1950s Congress declared its intention.
to preserve the national Wfense by enhancing the scientific .

manpower of th'e nation. Once again it authorized itione/ for the
purchase of scien4ific materials and equipment but it gave very
little-further guidance to administration. Twenfy-five years
later many observers still believed that tWe nation's.defense
remains in,peril.

Functional'and Territorial Interests in,Educational Policy
. 1 .

Ambiguity is dictated .111 pak by Congress' inability or
unwillingaess tqb.choose among the numerous, competing interests
continuously thrust upoii it. The most well-known are the

W interests of the manifold functi6nal,group$ in the society that
are eager to preserve.or:enWance their social place. Whilethey may

.,
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e the most well-entrenched, Congress is also.bes.eiged by demands
from women', minorifies,'and religious grOtips. In addition,
cause-oriented enthusiasts, including environmentalists,
governmental reform groups, and weUare reformers, fihd their
niche in the halls and lo12.bieS of .Wash-ington. Yet there is one
set of interests that enjoys immediate and direet acorss to the
legi'slative system but=which receives only passing commentary in
the public policy literature. These are the interests of the
variows .states dnd lsocalities from which Senators and
Representatives,are chbsen- Although these territorial interests
only occasionally become the basis of extkrnal organized group
actiiity, their consideration pervades the discussion of numerous
legislative issues .

4

,at

At first glance it may seem jnappropriate to,at,tribute inte-
rests to spatial aggregates; Is it not the case th only
individuals have the needs; hopes and desires that generate poli-
tical iriterests?,, Is it not a medieval mystificatión to claim
-that Chicago and New York, like Bristol, Enggand, have interests
that need legi.slative protection-4 Yet these cities contain
within them millions of people whose economic-band social lives
are fundamentally affected ,by the spatial effects of government
policy. In fact many of the most significant social roles
performedby inoN>iduals are conditioned by their residence.

-

One's spatial location fundamentally det)rmfnes one's eccess
to employment oppdrtunities,.social relationships, .Cultural
amenities, and public services. It might everi be claimed that in

modern societies what one Joes and where one lives constitute the
two most .salient 'sooial facts. If this be the case, then '

territarial and funct,ional (or occupational) interests constitute
rthe two major .polarities around which political life may be
organizled. In the United States these two polaritieA are
organizJed politically in significantly Aifferent swags. While
functional interests are represented largely by-organized groups
whose fbrmal position is largely (though not exclusively)
external to gqvernment itself, territorial interests, typically
not the basis, foy group action, are given direct representation

f'within legislatures. Elections areheld Kjthin specific
territorial boundaries;, representativ-es seek re-election from
spatially defin-ed.units, and Seriators are officially identified
by the state from which thex hail. -By comparison with functional
interests, terriorial interests are privileged indeed.

The privileged place of territorial interests itk 'Congress
'affects the way in which issdes affecting them are treated.. In

the ensuing pages we shall provide a preliminary test of -three
prop-ositions concerning the differences between the way in which .

_Congress acts on territorial as distinct from functional
matters. The results of thls test will allow us to consider in \
our concluding section the reasons for COngressi,onal ambiguity on
many functional issues and the Probable direction of cunrent
efforts to establish a new fedenalism. Our three' proposition are
as follows:

,h
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1. Congress is likely to legislate more precisely on issues of
interest.to territories than on i*ssues of interest to functional
groups. On topics of interest tO people in their occupational
role, Congress appears to legislate in broad and general terms.
Indeed, it is now a shitboleth of American politicsrto say that
Congress faVors-uvague laws and broad delegations."° Mo.reover,
implemeqtation ofi these 'laws has become so complex and tortuous
in part because Congress, eager to aChieve a colsensus, leaves
all the hard issues unresolved at' the legislative stage of.
consideration. But while much legislation is vague and general,'
territorial policy-making is qujte ,different. OR these issues
Congress finds the greatest expertise and the most directly
affected group leaders within its own, ranks.) In this area
Congress is especially skeptical of claims_t_k/at eitAher the
eecutive Aepantments or any designated group advisory committee
has a greater capacity to find just or workable solution's.
Beciluse its own membership is likely to bear the brunt of I
politically inappropriate res-olutions of territorial conflict,
Congress generally_treasts.these issues with.remarkable'precision.
and 'exactitude.

, 2. Congress find it, easier to med.iate interests and to reach
widely acc'eptable political compromises on tgrritorial thaQ on
functional issues. On functiorill issues-,the most,interested
parties are ilbt thremselves formal participants in the process of
legislative deliberation. As a result, each'side presses its
case with a fervor born partially out of a concern that its views
will otherwise be totally ignored. On territorialissues the
leaders cif the interested parties are Congres§men themselves who
not only haveo correct sense,of direct involvement in decisjons
but recognize that in their capAity as government officials' they
have a responsibility'to the interests of.the public as a

vhole. Mpoderation and accommodation is liktly to prevail.
4,

Interestingly, this same proposition is often used to
justify corporatist systems, of representation. Advocates claim
that where functiona) groups are dirctly represented,An Olicy
formation prOce.sses, they will moderate their demands, search for

k acceptable &ompromises, and take the national interest into
.

account in the course pf their deliberations. If.their'argument
is correct, then one should Sind differential Congssional

j treatment of territorial 4nd functi,anai interests(

3.. Congress is less likely to divide along ideological and
partisan lines in'the cise of territorial issues. IdeologieLs and
parti'san affiliation are more likel.; to guide act' m4when uncer-
tainty of outcome igreatest, infArmation is less complfte, and
attention to specific is least iimportant. Since membert of
'Congress legislate on ar extraordinary array of diverse issues,
they,.cannot'be even adequately informed on.more than a small

perceritage. For the most part they must rely on partisan,
ideologicalv or some other cueing mechanism. ,But on matters that
directly affect their Nrritorial unit, taken as a whole, they
are parttcularly vulnerable politically, and they are likely to

4
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attend (or ask their staff to attend) tp these matters with
particular care. ID Congress it is at least as legitimate to
v4te one'.s constituency as to vote one's consciehce, and territo-

, f rial i\ssues are especially likely to provoke constituency
conSciousness. As a result, partisanship and ideology play a
lesser role.

To test these propositions requires that one make a clear
disq-inction between territorial and functional interests. Yet,
as we know, where one works and where one lives are mutually
interactive, and thus territorial and- fUnctional interests ofte,n
overlap, complicating analysis of their distinctive.political
treatment. For example, it is not easy to ctistAguis.h Detroit's
territorial interests from the functional interests of the auto-
mpbile industry. Because certain functional interests are
concentrated in specific gealraphical locations, representatives
from these regionOecoMe identified with the interests of a

particular type of economic aqivity. Jesse Helms eagerly ,

defends the interests of tobacco and sugar, Congressman Robert
Wilson (of San Diego) was often said to be the Navy's representa-
tive, and Henry Jackson is sometimes said to be,the Senator from
Boeing. Yet the humor in the last aphorismistems from its incon-
gruity. In the end--yackson comes from Washington, not Boeing,
and the interests, of the one cannsot be reduced to the otheT.

Education is one policy area mhere the sgparate effects of
fudctional and territorial i'nterests can lie examined most
easily. In 6duAtional issues, the distinction between K,

territorial and sfunctional interests is esvecially sharp because
the tetrito'ri.al impact of most policies is largely distinct' from
their functional impact. The reasons for this are thregfold.
First, public schools aise nationwide institutions that 5erye
roughly the same percentage of the population in every 'state and
Congressional district. While the'territorial impact of ,

educatiOn policies Varies with diffenences in the size of a
ctmmunity's school-ag% population ,and thg'frequency of nonpublic
school attendance;,it remains the case that ederal eduCation
.policies can have substantial impacts atmost eAerywh&re. Thus,
every Representative and Senato.r has a more or less equal terri-
torial interest in education issues, and there is' little
territorjal reason for apyo'ne to be called the S.enator from the
schools.°' SecondAy, not only are schools to 'be found in every
Congressional district, but even more focusgd categOrical
programs in education have a broad, .natiohal impadt. Schools inl
every Congressional district, for example, have been eligible for
monies authOrized under 'programs for vocational education,
compe-nsatory education, and speci.tl educatioa for the
handicapped.

Thirdly, functional and territorial.questions in education
have frequently been given separate examination on the floor of
the House of Representatives. Between 1960 and 1979 Congress has

5
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legislated on educational policy by means of the following major
laws and programs: the Rational Defense Education Act, the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, the Emergency School Aid
Act, the Education of Al) Handicapped Act, aid to federally
impacted areas, voational education and bilingual education.
Three hundred seventy-two amendments we.re offered to these pieces,
of educational legislation. Of that number seventy-five
amendments dealt largely or entirely with the formulae for
distributing fun,ds among states and localities. Another eighty-
seven amendments altered ttie functional purposes of the
educatiTnaloprogram. Some of'the functional amendments Pertained
to the general purpose of the act, such as defining the eligible
population to be senved; other aMendments specified the way in
whith funds could be used and the items ,that could be purchased
under the act. Most of the remaining amendments, which we are
excludtng from this analysis, either dealt with overall funding
levels, contained riders unrelated to the Act, raised the
controversial "busing" issue, or were procedural in nature'. See
Appendix far details'. As,can be seen in Table 1,.territorial
issues, arose ptoportionally less"frequently, in the Senate than in
the House where smaller, less diffuse consfituencies may
exacerbete attention to territottial questions. Yet t?rritorial
isues wei...e also of sufficient interest to Sen-kor's that the
amendment processes provide a rich, unmined sourt9, of information
on the dIfferences between,functional and territoTial interest
representation on bothsides of Capitol Hill.

Proposition 1: Congress is Explicit on Territorial 1pues'

While Congress is.frequently opaque when formulating
funciianal school policy, on territorial issues it typically
drafts with considerable preCision. If theuses for funds can
only be v-ague.ly apprehended, there is often little doubt -.a.s to

the places where the money is to be spent. Consider, for
example', the impact aid program, which gives money to s,chool
distr:icts "imPacted" by the presence of federal personnel% On
tunctiapaY matters no federal program tould be more loosely,
detined than'this one. C,ongress merely provides local school
districts with monies which they can use for any operating
purpose loical schao) boards deem appropriate. But ever since its
original ipassage during World War II the impact aid program has
been beset by controversies over the appropriate distribution f
funds 'among schooFdistricts. 'Initiajly, the pugram gave funds
only to,districts-to help cover the casts of educating children
whose.parents both lived and worked on Military property.
Granaliy, the' definition of Yfedefal- impact" was broadened tO
include parents who either lived or worked on federally owned (ar
subsidized) property. With each reauthori'zation of the
legislation Congress has rewritten the terms by which monies
wou-ld be ,dispersed among school districts; in every case, the
exact formula was written into law, and admirvOrators wereNgiven
little or no discretion in degidimg-which districts would receive
what p.roportion of the fund.'

6
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The well-known compensatory-education program funded wider
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the
l'argest of all federal education programS, contained highly
specific instructiops as to the way in which funds were to be
distributed. While the functional puxposes of the law were left
vague--many school officials believed the program to be little

* different from impact aid, while many 001 rights groups thought
the money was to be used exclusively for the educaiion of low-
income pupils--the distribution formula, though hardly simpler,
left virtually no room foT administi-ative discretion. When the
legislation was first passed in 1965, it distributed funds
accdrding to two major 'factors: the number of children from low-
income families living within.sthe school dIstrlct and,the average
cost per.pupil of education within that state.° While the
formula seeme.d quite consistent with the objective of serving
disadvantaged children, Republicafl critics argued that,some of
the school districts that would receive the most resources were
fiscally well-endowed. They proposed instead that the program
offset existing inequalities in local fiscal resources. But the
Democratic majority pre fled against this criticism, perhaps
tecause the funding f rmula tended to favor large central cities
and Southern.rural ar as, the two areas of greatest Democratic
strength.

Within two'years after the legislation had been passed,,
efforts were nade to modify the formula so as to shift the
funding away from.the highly industrialUed Northeast, which,
with its large number of low-income families and high educational
expendituTes, had been favored in the originl program. In 1967,
for example, southern Congressmen found (by means oT a computer
simulation) that southern states, which spent relatively low
amourits on education, would greatly benefit if the formula were
based on the national average expenditure rate instead of the
state-wide average. Some accommodation in the funding formula
was accord4ngly made. In light of a number of critical program
evaluations.showing that wealthier districts receiv,ed more Title
I funds, further changes were made in the course oOthe
reauthorization of 1970, which "generally shiTted the aid from
wealthier urban states to the poorer,, rural ones."9 In 1974 the
debate centered on the extent to which the number of children
receiving public welfare assistance should be ctunted. 1Since
wealthier, more industrialized states tended to have the least
restrictive welfare practices, it was argued in Congress that
"the wealthier a state, the more likely it 4 that it 01,1
be able to add AFDC'children under Title I."10 While Shirley
Chisholm, R.epres,entative from New York argued that redpcing the
importance of this provision of the formula "represents a retreat
from the intent of Titlej to assist those areas,with large
concentrations of need,"" the distribution formula was further
modified. The kinds of arguments Republicans had made in 1965
had become more p.ersuasive once Republicans gained greater
strength at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.
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By 1978, when the legislation was being considered for
reauthorization for a third time, Democrats were dnce again in
political,A0scendafrce, and new changes in the distribution formula
Were propbsed. A study by the National Instifute of Education
had shown that little was to be g'ained from, and great complexity
would be. introduced by, changing the formula from the incidence .

of low-income to the inelidence of children whose educational
performance was deficient. Another study, which in the new ipli-
tica climate was well ri:bceived, argued that "the fiscal and
educational needs of the high expenditure metropolitan states and
tWeir major cities deserve greater consideration than they
received from Congress" in 1974.12 As a result, in a formula
made increasingly complicated by the various amendments that had
gradually a.ccrued, the large cities gained back some of their
initial advantage. Even before these amen.dments took effect, the
distribution of funds had favored the Northeastern cities and
Southern rural areas, the original winners in the territorial
contest (see Table 2):

Three themes are to be noted in these Title I

deliberatfons. First and most bviously, even though many of the
programmatic aspects of Title I were left to the 0ffice of Educa-
tion di*scretion, the territori 1 distribution of funds left the
Office virtually no room for maneuver. Instead, funds were
allocated according to a strict formula that specified 'exactly
how much weight was to be 'given to each factor ,in the fiscal
equation. Secondly, Congress attended so carefully to the
geographical impact of its programs that it regularly amended its
policies, as political majorities shifted.

Ai
g

A strong northeastern and southern bias in the first years
of the program was modified in the,.early seventies, as midwestern
and western influences gained in strength,.only to be modified a

..,.
third time as political currents changed again. Thirdly, the
kinds of evaluations that seem most highly prized by Congress "are
evaluations of territorial impact. For example, the National
Imsfitute of Education conducted a. massive study of Title I,
which it reported to Congress in 1977. Al,though the analysis
provided comparatively little information Ion the effects of the
program on student performances, it overwhelmed Congress with a
detailed'analysis of the /alternative territorial impacts of
various fun-di.ng formulas." t

What was Clharacteristic of impact aid and compensatory
education was no less true of the federal government's program of
assistance to school districts untdergoing school desegregation.
Originally, the White House proposed in 1969 that one-third of
the monies be allocated to local school districti at the discre
tion of the Office of Education. It also wanted the remainder of
the"funds to be distributed according to a formula which took
into account the number of minority pupils living in districts
required to desegregate by court order. However, Congress,
preferring to disperse funds more widely among the states,
changed the formula so that 90 percent of the funds were distri-'

'4
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buted simply in accord with the number of dinority pupils living
, in a state. Discretion was reduced, even at the price or
shifting monies away from desegregating school .districts, the
apparent beneficiaries of the program. As, vague and inconsistent
as Congress proved to be on th purposes for which des,egvegation
monies were to be spent, it knew its precise mind when -it came to
the territorial distribution of fpnds.

,

The geographic distribution of other educational funds has
been given much the same specific &efinition by Congress. ,The
large, rapidly growing special education program for handicapped
children pays far the costs incurred by school districts in
excess of the normal cost of educating a child. Monies are
distributed accoNing to the number, of handicapped children and

, the amount of excess cost in proliding for their education. .

Vocational education monies are also distributed among the statel
according to an exact formula based on the number of pupils in ly

the state, state income, and other factors.Funds for' the
instructional resources program, an outgrowth of the National
Defense Education Act, were also distributed among states by a
formula which counted each p'upil in a district equally. In all
three of these programs, the uses far which educational monies
were to be vent was defined only in the most general terms; yet
the allocatibn of funds among 'school districts left virtually nc5
discretion to Washington administrators whatsoever. .

Bilingual education is 'the one sizeable federal program in
education that stands as an exception to the pattern we have
identified. Since it was originally established as a demonstra-
tion program, the Office 'of Education was given considerable
discretion in selecting local school sites where interesting
bilingual programs could be supported. Howeven, as the program
grew in size, Congress increased pre-ssure for dispersing funds
geographically among more school dis.tricts in diveriZe regiont of
the country and among various ethnic groups'. Representative,s
from Maine, for example, insisted that bilingual education for
French-silleaking Canadians be supported by bilingua; funds, and
Congress- then provided for such a ppogram within the
legislation. If bilingual education should continue as a major
activity sponsored by the-federal government, it is very likely
that the geogrfiphical basis for distributing funds is likely to
beCome increSTingly fixed in statute.

Why is Congress Explicit on Territorial Issues?
,

On many occasions, Congress is most prudent when vague and
ambiguous. When passing a law which cannot.be easily altered,
Longress must take into acCount,the fact that a wiae variety of

4mAlootors over,which it has no control may affect program .

development.cL4 A certain Ilexibility must-be left to the
departments and bureaus simply to allow for adjustment to
charnging circumstances. If,, fact when Congress has been
inappropriately specific, it .has encountered repeated
difficulties. When congress esta,blished specific auto emission

A i
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control standards to be implemented by a particular date, it

subsequently found it necessary to modifx the stanoaras ana
postpone the date of.enforcement. In education fiighly specific
due prosess provisions for parents of handicapped children have
escalated service costs to local school districts beyond all
expectations: Quite clearly, ambiguity is not appropriate wheri
information about probable impact is uncertain.

The clarity of policy consequence js thus one reason why
Congress legislates so explicitly on ter'ritorial issues. To the
extent that the formula for reserve distribution is based on
population characteristics as determined by the U.S. Census (as
in part has ben the case with compensatory education, vocational
eaucation,..desegregation, and.instructional materials programs),
to that extent the dollar impacts on specific 'Congressional
districts could be known precisely. Even when the informational
base is less readily available (e.j., impacti aid, which is a

function of the numbers of children whose parents live or work on
federally-owned property), estimates of differential territorial
impaCts can be readily calculated. Especially with the increased
capacity of hi'gh-speed computers, Congress finds it not too
difficult to estimate what places will get wheat from a given
program. Improved information undoubtedly leads to explicit
policy formulation.

In addition, the conditio-n which Congress iS addressing may
compel a certain distributional formula. If a program is to

help the handicapped, the distribution of funds should take into

account the incidence of handicapped children. If the program is
for school desegregation, it'should be allocated to districts
where desegregalion is occurring. If a program is for
compensatory education,, the distribUtional formulae must take
into account the incidence of socially and educationally
disadvantaged youth. If the program is a block-grant program or
a general aid program for, say, instructionel materials, the
formula should take into account the number of pupils served by

1

a

local educationkl authority.

But while the distribution formula must bear some plausible'
relationship to the purpose of the bill, there is so much room
for argument that this fact cannot by itself account for
Congressional explicitness on territorial.issues. While aid for
the handicapp'ed should be related to th'e number of handicapped,
should the federal government give -the same ambunt per
handiCapped child to each district or should it take'into account
varying educational costs among districts? Should aid for
compensatory education be a function of local district fiscal

capacity? Should desegregation aid be based on the nuMber of

minority children in a district or the number of- children in a

desegregated setting? These issues can be and have been debated
by the leaders of competing territorial interests.

IR the end, settlements are based on politicAl realities as
much as on the objective merits of any particular formula. As we

10



have seen jn the case of Title I, when the Democrats are in the
ascendancy, educational formulae have tended to benefit the.large
'cities and the northeasstern parts of the Unite-d States. When a
cconservative coalition of Republicans and southern Democrats gain
stfength. effprts are made to shift the allocation of funds to
smaller ,cities, more rural areas; and to the south and west. In
these politicaq struggles each side authorizes studies and
presents evidence designed to show the justice of its Tolitical
position. But as we shall see later, in the end the issues tend
to'be resolved on a compromise basis that wins general
acteptance.(

-

One solution that Congress might resort to is sheer
ambiguity., On functional issues Congress seems to use vague
formulations and actual self-contradictions as a way of resolving
political differences. Politics is the art of compromise and
part of that art is to find ambiguous language to which all--or
a0east a pajority--can give their consent. Internally
iontradictory language is approyed because one faction insists on
,6ne clause while another faction insists on another that points
'in Virtually the opposite direction. Coalition building 'in a

<legislativet,body involves not only the inclusion of provisions
that aprease particular groups and interests but also, and
Perhaps even more importantly, the phrasing of legislation in
such general terms that everyone can see what they wish in the
pxdvisions. Politicians live by"the slogan that a half of a loaf
is,better than none. For that reason fervent supporters of'a new
program accept funding at a much lower level than vill,at is
ndcessary to achieve program objectives. Similarly, potential
oRponents go along with a poltTy innovation because a.t least in
the short run the costs do not seem excessive, while the vague
ideals are dismissed as mere rhetoric.

But if Congress firids ambiguity a solution to political
lifferences on functional issues, it treats- territorial issues
qujte differently. While the availability of more information
may in'part account, for Ahe higher degree of explicitness, that,
'in our view, is not the only factor. In addition, Congress
tncludes within its own ranks the leaders of territorial
interests. Because the effect of poll-cies on his territory can
have such a direct effect on his political future, each
representative in Congress "cares" about policy outcomes on
terrttorial issues. Sehators and Congressmen know that once-'a
billb is -passed, ambiguities remaining will be resolved by
executive departments less concerned about precise territorial
impacts. 'Under the circumstances Congress labors to find an
explicit resolution to the issues with which the membership can
live. On matters of high concern to them, members of Congress do-
not allow others to determine the outcome.

7
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Proposition II: Congress Decides Territorial
' Issues Consensually

Significantly, Congre§t is abl4 to, legilate erplicitly on
territorial questions with comparatively little controversy. In

the first place, territorial questions are less likely to provoke
a, roll call vote than functional issues. As can be'.seen in T4ble
3, only 28 percent çf the, territorial amendments were decideeby
rall call, while 41 percent of the funct.ional amendments were.
In some ways, this findi,rig 'is counter intuitive; oneimight expedt
that Congressman would like to establish an explicit record of
support for the home-tpwn. Yet the, urge for cdnsensus olikterri-
tgrial issues may over-Hde any propensity to "grandstand."
Members of'Congress may have learned that territorial questions
require,...sensitivity both to regional interests and to-the overall
purpose of the legislation. Since not everyone can show a
disproportionate distri"ct dividend on every i.ssue, i is better
to fashion less visible compromies that nonetheless 'take the
range of interests iito accoupt. On functional questions,
howewer

e
the leaders of interested parties areles% directly

involved, and Senator's anb Representatives may be dore concerned
that they will be accused of "selling-out" by group leaders if
they establish a public voting record.

Secondly, territorial issues are also less likely to be
decided by a close vote than are functional issues.. As can be
seen in Table 4, Over three-fourths'of the territorial issues
were.decided by a lop'-sided margin, while less thary/60 percent'of
the functional issues were. Significaatly, even though calCula-
tions of the minimum winning coalition would seem to be the
easiest on territorial issuesi.e.., computer print outs could'
inform members fairly exactly what the territorial distribution
of funds wi.11 be--Congress eems to try hard to arrive at a

broadly acceptable formula:" It appears as if Congress acts
according to the norm that territorial interest are legitimate,
that leaders of such interest (who are in f.act their fellow
legislators) have a right to express- their-views, and that reso-
lutions of differences should be politically fair. Given the
highly repetitive character of the legislative game, such an
atttitude only_makes sense. An.indefensibl,e, one-sided policy
imposed by therdominant coalition oft one territorial issue might
provoke the formation of an alternative, even more pAinitive

-coalition the next iteration of the game.

Thirdly, proposed territorial amendments are less likely to
pass than are functional amendments. Table 5 shows that whereas
two-thirds of all proposed functional amendments are adopted,
just 41 percent of the territorial ones are. Apparently, it is

on territorial issues that the subcommittees and committees of

Congress are better able to gauge correctly.the sentiments of the
House and Senate as a whole. Since the interested parties are
well-defined, and the relaVive power of various leaders can be
estimated fairly acouratery, the success of the committees is
probably not surprising.

12



Fourthly,"-territorial amendments, 15nce passed tend to*be
Iccepted as legitimate as long as the legislation itself remains
authorized. This is evident from the sMal) number of changes in
territonial- policy propOsed,as amehdments to Opropriations
birl. To be sure, members Of Congress are generally reluctant
to propose amendments to appropriatians,bills on the floor of
Congress. For oqe thing, it interferes with the pretlogatives of
-the authorizing committees; ih addition, it raises old conflicts
that supposedly had been resolved when the authorizing
legislation had been vassed. Consequently only 21.6 percent of
all the amendments proposed, in our sample were atteched to .

appropriation bills. Yet Table 6 shows reticience to amefld
appropriations bills is especially great op territorial issues.
Of the amendments proposed to appropriations bills only one-third
were territorial, whereas on authorization legi.slation
territ rial amendments were 50 percent of all amendments. In
sum, ongress' decides territorial issues by _backing iV committee

Kesys m in one-sided, non-roll call votes; when it reaches a
deoision, that.policy is likely to remain firm until the program
comes up for reauthorization.

Proposi,tion III: Territorial Issues are.not as Partisan

We hypothesized that constituency concerns would dominate
partisan and ideological attachments on territorial issues.
Consistent with these expectations, the data in Table 7 show thAt
on roll calltvotes territorial issues provoked a higher level of
partisanship 33 percent,of the time, while f a tional amendments
did so in 42 percent of the cases. Simile ly, i ological
conflict,.as indicated y the significance lof the split between
northern and southern emocrats, appe-axed in 53 p rcent of the
functional cases but only 29 perc(ent'of the te ritorial'ones.

Irom these findik9s, it may be reasonably in erred that,the
v sitility and directnet of the stakes on terri rial questions
re uces the need for par isan or ideological cuei g mechanisms.
Meimnbers of Congress (or 4eir staff) know precise ough what
the impact of a law will e on territorial issues in which they
have a direct stake) that they pay much less attention to the
positions of their u.sual friends and allies.

tonclusions

Congress does well at resolving territorial isslies. It
legislates explicitly, it affirms the work of its committees, it
reaches broad political consensus, it remains resolved in its
political course, and it takes these decisions without undue -

partisan or ideological bitterness. Clearly, territorial
interests are well-integrated into the institutionalized bargain-
in.g processes that mark our legislative system. These fin-dings,
suggest the following conclusions:

1 3
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1. Congress has delegated responsibility for
adjudicating functional group conflict to the
executive in part because the executive tAs
evolved better mechanisms for resolving
differences among functional int.erests.

2. Congress, by resolving territorial differences
explicitly, has,weakened th-e national government's
capacity to execute functional policy.

\\
3. l'ositions on ew.federalism palicies may be
based as much o t rritorial as functional
considerationS.

.1. The separation of pfeers between the legislative and (
\

executive braliches may lave e arated institutional consideration
of territorial and funct 8-al ssues. On the legislative side,
careful, explicit attention is given to regional, state and other
territorial balance. While relation,ships among functional groups

64,are also the subject of legislative ac.tion, importa details are
l'eft to the departments and bureaus .of the executive b,...1 ranch, to
state and local_governments receiving grants-in-aid, and to
numerous ad'visory groups'who are frequently given legal status in
the policy implementation proCess\. %

The executive branch is in many ways better equipped to
undertake.the task of choosing am g competing functiona%
interests. Its departments and ag ncie-s are typically organized'
along functional Iines', its high-1 vel staff is often recruited-)
from the functional sector served<by the policy, and formal pro-
cesses of group consultatwn h e become an institutiorialized
part of its day-to-day operatians. Vocational education policy,
for example, is developed by'administrators at national, state
and 'local levels wha communicate regularly with business add
labor leaders. -Compensatory education programs, too, are a com-
promise among the competing intenests of teachers, local district
administrators, representatives of pa'rent organizations, andN
organizations of rWra-professionals.

. 4
2. The resei,ption of functional diff-erences in the processes of
implementatioh still remains affected by Congressional decision-
making in certain unintended ways. By legislating explicitly on
territarial iog+ues., Congress limits the capacity of national
administrators to control the policy choices of state and local
officials. If all states and localities competed with one
another for federal funds, eachihould have a powerful incentive
to rropose (and execute) prografis consistent with nationally
determined objecties. Failure to do so would,entail loss of
federal monies to a coMpeting jurisdiction. But once Congress
mandates a particular territorial distribution of funds, the most
valuable political lever available to federal officials is aken
away from them. Instead of using federal resources as an incen-
tive to encourage local policies in desired directions, fhermay
only issue regulations that attempt to coerce local policie into
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prefe'rred channels. If locals resist the coercjon, the federal
government f:ates a choice between minimal complidnce or no
program at all. 'Because monies cannot be shifted to another
locat1on, program'officials nationally are usually inclined to
settle for no more than "hal a foaf." Even if the actual
processes of policy implementation do not make Ihese bargaining
terms explicit, their presence may nonetel,ess condi,tion what ald
parties to the jmplemefttation game-perceive to be feailible:

3. The Reagan'Administration, as part of its "new federalism"
policies,..has prbposed the substitution of block grants in r,

education.in the place of.previously existing categorical
programs. These proposals call for even greater lelislative
ambiguity in program definition, leaving to state, and loCal

' ,executive officials the responsibility of resolving functional'
*ssues. Indeed, succeSsful promulgatid'h. of this policy would
make nearly all federal educatidn questions "merely" territorial
ones.

4.

%

In some ways these proposals could well make institutional
sense to a Congress wilose members are primarily concerned about

the well-being of their territories. In the past generaf revenue
Sharing proved to be politically popular vith Republicarls and

1 Democrats alike in part because it relieved Congress of the
responsibility of resolwing functfonal group conflict. Congress
/also partAally accepted the block grant aproach in education in .

1981 when it passed as Chapter II of the education bill a general'

aid bill to the various states and localities.

Yet Chapter IP turned-out to be a much smaller part of\he
.

total 1981 educational program than the Reagan Administration

rit

.

had originally intended. Compensa ry, handicapped, impact aid,
And bilingual eduCation all remai d separate from the Chapter II
block grant. In part this outcome was the product of strenuous
efforts by specialized groups who lobbied effectively on behalf
of their specific concerns. yet the territorial consequences of
'the shift in educational policy posed an additional obstacle toi
Administration efforts. Since the purpose of a block grant was
to provide general aid to the schools, the formula allocating

resources would necessarily be considerably differen,t from the
ofd special education and compensAtory education formulae.
Generally, the winners under the new formulae were likely to be
more suburban, Western, and Republican parts of the country. Not

only did this generate stout Democratic opposition, but even
Republicans from the Northeas found it difficult to Support the
policy innovation. While irjthé enoNg., compromise introducing
some (but not too much) nge was accepted, territorial issues
remain a thowly problem for the new federalism. But in the end,
one should not exaggerate the problems territorial issuesspose
for the new federalism. If Congress is sensitive to these
questions and understandably wants them Tesolved explicitly, it
also has shown a capacity to put partisanship to one side and
reach reasonable compromises that win general acceptance.

I
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Appendix

.

Information on allendments to legislation in eight education
policy, areas were gathered. They were Aid to Federally Impacted
Areas; Title III of the National Defense Education Act; Instruc
tional Resources funded under Tjtle I-B of the Elementary and
Secondary Educat'ion Act (ESEA); compensatory education funded
under Title-I ESEA; bilingual education; Education for all
Handicapped.f4iildren Act; yocational education; and desegregation
assistance funded under the Emergency School Aid'Act. Many of
these programs were funded under a variety of.legtslatiye

.,authorizati6ns, and amendments to all relevdnt legislation were
4ncluded in the analysis. We also included amendments to an
Overall piece of legislation (e.g., ESEA), even though it
periain`ed to more than one of the above-mentioned programs.
These'amendments are cla0ified as "General" in Table A-1.

Amendments were classified as involving territorial
interests,,if they pertained to the distribution formula by which-
the program's funds were to be allocated among states,
localities, or schoo) districts. In eleven instances,
territorial amendments also included other prOposed changes,
usually involving alterations in the overall level of funding.
Amendments were classified as affecting functional interesi,s, if

they pertained to the general purpose or definition of the legis-
lation, including the definition of eligible beneficiary groups,
the administratiye.entity responsible for the program, the way in

`Kwhich
policy funds were to be useO, or what could be purchased

under the Act.
As can be seen infl.able A-1, many other proposed amendments-

were excluded from the analysis. Votes on overall funding levels
were excluded because they could be a function of both
territoriil and functional concerns. The same is true of votes
on procedural questions, including motions to suspend the rules,

, to recommit to cmmittee, to table, and so forth. We also
excluded riders to-legislation that were unrelatei to educational
policy- A few other amendments, such as those changing the
length of the period of authorization and the power of the courts
to rule on the constitutionality of the legislation, were allso
excluded on the grounds that their relevance to territorial or
functional interests could not be ascertained. Finally, we
excluded the large number of busing%amendments that were (for the
most part) proposed in connection with the Emergency School Aid
Act of 1972. Had-they been included in the analysis,.the race
issue would have dominated the results.

;

Tab.le A-1 identifies the distributiA of the types of amend-
ments across educational policy areas. The,compensatory
education and impact aid programs were most subject to
territorial amendments, in part because they were fiscally two of
the largest progrhs and partly because they'allocated monies !-

specifically to school districts (and not just among the fifty
states, as was the case with the vocational andJSEA programs).-

16



TableN-2 shows that the number of amendments of 4kred also
varied by Administration, as educational issues became an increa
sin-g topic for'''Congresstonal attention byer time. Duririgt
Ford Administratiton, w-heri Congress seize'd th'e'Nitiative o edu-
cational policy, fhe amendments were offered 'at a particularly
high frequency. While the number dropped subsequently, the rela-
tively high nitmbee of proposed a'mendments during the Carter years
is quite consistent with the.argument that the 'Congressional
commfttee syste in the 1970s was weakened 'by a variety, of,
,Congressional r forms. However, nothirlg in Table A-2 indicates
that these changes affected territorialand fqnctional i.ssues
Oifferently.

ee,
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Percentage of Functional and.Territorial Amendments

Within Each House of Congress

House
.

Senate

Functional 46% 60%

Territorial 54% 40%

Total 100% 100%
(76) (86)
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Tabl)2 Title I locations by Region and Place Type, per School-Aged
Child, T5-76

Region

Place Type Northeast North Central South West

Central city . $58.24 A $38.02

Large.' 67.03
Other 37.11

Suburbs 17.77

Urban 17.52
Rural 18.53

Nonmetropolitan 429.18

Urban 27.80
Rural . 29.89

. 44.94
24.94

14.22

17.32

20.39

31.63

$40:81. $31.58

41.29 33.79
40.12 26.83

26.42 22.80

21.34 21.49
35.76 30.12

54.14 to*4.53

44.95 28.94
58.71 39.05

-SOURCE: National Institute of Education, Title T Funds Allocation:
The Current Formula, (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health,
Energy and Welfare, 1977), p.'1112.
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Table 1

Functioual and Territorial Amendments

;By Type of Vote Taken

Roll Call

Voice.and
Other

Total

Functional Territorial

41%

59

28%

72

1007.

(87).

, 100%

(75)

Table 4

Functional and Territorial Amendments

By Total Percentage of Yea Votes

(In Recorded Roll and Teller Votes)

Functional Territorial

Decisive Vote

(0 -'40% 59% 797.

61 - 100%)

Clos-e Vote
41 21

(41 - 60%)

Total 100% y. 100%

(41) (34)

0
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Table 5

Percentage of Amendments Passed and Not*P46sed

Passed

Failed &
Tabled

Total

Per Subject Area

Functional

63%

39

Territorial

100% 1007.

(87) (75)

Table 6

Percentage of Functional and Territorial Amendments

By Type of Bill

Authorization

Functional 50%

Territoripl 50

Total 1007.

(127)

Appropriation

667.

34

's 1007.

(35)

4,
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Table 7

* Partisan and Ideological Factors Affecting Vote
on Functional and Territorial Ammenments

Functional Territorial

Partisanship
1

Lower 58% 67%

Higher 42 33

Signiicance of Split
between Northern and
Southern Democrats2

100% 100%

(36) (21)

Significant 53% 29%

Not Significant 47 71

100% 100%

(36) (21)

4 1
A vote was considered more partisan if the percent\Democratic "Yea" differed by

more than 30 from the,percent Republican "Yea".

2
As determined by Congressional Quarterly.
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Policy Area

Table 4 1.

Percentage of Each Subject Area

In Each Educational Policy

Procedural
Fundtng Riders &

level Other

Territorial
Busing Distribution Functional

of Funds Purpose

Impact Aid

NDEA Title III &
ESEA Title IV-B

ESEA Title I

Bilingual Educ.

Handicapped

Vocational Educ.

ESAA of 1972

General

33% :14% 0 7%

3% 2%. 0 0 6% .

24% 9% 0 48% 14%

5% 0 0 0 3%

5% 5% ' 0 7% 8%

8% 0 0 3% 13)p

5% 247. . 77% 1% 26%

18% 46% 23% 5% 23%

Total (372) 101%

(66)

100% 100% 100% 100%

(87) (57) (75) (87)



Table A 2

Number of Amendments Offered

-rpr Year in Office

Kenne4
(3 yrs.)

Johnson

(5 yrs.)

Nixon
(6 yrs.)

Ford

(2 yrs.)

Carter
(4 yrs.)

Functional 1.7 2.2 3.2 16.5 4.8

Territorial 0.7 3.2 2.8 13.5 ' 3.2

Total Avg. 2.3 5.4 6.0 30.0 .

(7) (27) (36) (60) (132)

N
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1 Earlier versions of this paper were pcesented before the
Seminar on Law and Governance, San Francisco, 1981, chaired by
David Kirp and sponsored by the Institute of Finance and
Governance in Education, Stanford University, and before the
faculty seminar of the Department of,Political Science,
University of Chicago. Barry Rabe and Kenneth Wong provided
research assistance.

2A fuller discussion of federal programs, including the
politics of their passage.and their manner of implementation can
be found in Paul E. Peterson, Federal Policy and American
Education. TwentietWCeotury Fund Report, forthcoming.

. 3Some of the best studies in this literature include:
Jerome Murphy, "Title I of ESE44, The politics of implementing
federal education reform", Harvard Educational Review 1970,
41:35-63: Martha Derthick, New Towns in Town: why a federal
program failed. Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, 1972.
Jeffrey Pressman and Aaron Wildavsky, Implementation.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973. Eugene tardach,
The Implementation Game% Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1977.

4See Edmond Burke, Burke's Politics: Selected Writings and
'Speeches on Reform, Revolution and War. Eds by Ross, Hoffman and
Paul Levack. New York: A.A. Knopf, 1959.

5Theodore Lowi, The Eind of Liberalism. kew York: W. W.
Norton & Co., 1979.

5Ethel Green, Representative from Oregon, was known as the
School-oriented Congresswoman, but it was her chairmanship of a
key committee, not he'Y constituency identification, that earntd
her this title.

7For exampje, the 1974 amendments, section 3(d) (1) of
PL874, established two different types of local education
agencies for purpose of computing allocation. In the first are
those in which children who live on federal property with a

parent employed on federal proporty, or who live on Indian lands,
or who live on federal property and have a parent on active duty
in the unformed services, Mave been found to number 0 least 25
ercent of all the children in ADA at an agency's schools. In,

e second category are agencies in which these children are less
than 25 peramt of the total ADA. Based on these categories, the
"MT amendments provided complicated formulas for calculating the
amount of entitlements for each school district. See U.S. Office
of Educption, Admini,stration of Public Laws 81-874 & 81-815, June
30, 1976.

8As stated in Section 203 (a) (2) of the 1965 ES'EA Act, the
allocation formula was based on the product by multiplying the
aggregate of the number of children aged five througheseventeen
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from (a) families below the poverty line, and (b) families with
income exceeding $2000 in the form of Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) under Title IV of the Social Security
Act, by (c) one half of the average per pupil ,expenditure in the
state for the second preceding year. See POlic Law 89-10, 89th
Congress, H.R. 2362. April 11, 1965.

9Congressional Almanac Quarterly, 17, Augus-t- 1974, p. 2248.

10Ibid., 16, March 1974, p. 701.

11
Ib id

ilk
12Peterson, Chapter IV.

13U.S. National Institute of Education, Administration of
Compensatory Education (Washington, D.C.; U. S. Department of
Health, Educati6n and Welfare, 1977).

140n the issue of limits to organizational intelligence more
generally, see such classics as Herbert Simon, Administrative
Behavior, New York: MacMillan,, 1957; and Robert Dahl and Charles
Lindblom,. Politics, Economics and Welfare, New York: Harper and
Row Publishers, 1953.

15 0n minimum winning coalition, see William H. Riker, The
Theory of Political Coalition, New Haven, Conhecticut: Yale
University Press, 1962. ,
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